participants including groups of people
with disabilities. Yet, it doesn’t stop here
as there is still much to be done to achieve
the 5 STBM pillars.
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READERS
Dini Widiastuti
Direktur Eksekutif

Yayasan Plan International Indonesia

It has been more than two years into the
COVID-19 pandemic. Indeed, we learn
from various challenges and obstacles,
that access to clean water and proper
sanitation is vital for the health and life
of all society levels, especially vulnerable groups. This is what Yayasan Plan
International Indonesia (Plan Indonesia)
continues to strive for through the Water
for Women Project in Manggarai Regency
and Sumbawa Regency since 2018.
With an unyielding spirit, Plan Indonesia
along with partners and agents of change
has replicated the Community-Based Total
Sanitation – Gender Equality & Social
Inclusion (STBM-GESI) in 20 sub-districts
and reached more than 580.000 program

Water for Women (WfW) Project
Yayasan Plan International Indonesia
(Plan Indonesia) - Country Office

Through this newsletter, Plan Indonesia
wishes to appreciate the undaunted spirit
and persistence of the actors who continue
encouraging access to clean water and
universal proper sanitation. We believe
all struggles will bring results and together
we are resolute. Hopefully, this newsletter
can inspire Plan Indonesia Pals to march
in unison forward to defend our and the
vulnerable groups’ rights to access at any
time and anywhere.
Happy reading!

PERSON IN CHARGE:
Stevie Ardianto Nappoe
Silvia A. Landa

Jl. Buncit Utama Kav. 34 No. 16, RT.001/RW.006,
Kelurahan Jati Padang
Kecamatan Pasar Minggu - Jakarta Selatan
Email: yayasan.pii@plan-international.org
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In this edition of SUSAN Newsletter, we
have various interesting stories on persistent STBM campaigns carried out by
the Karot Village Head and the Cekaluju
Village Government. In addition, join us
on Plan Indonesia’s advocacy journey to
Bungin Island, West Nusa Tenggara, that
now becomes water independent after 40
years left without access to water.
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COVER STORY
Integrated Collaboration
Enables Sumbawa
100% ODF & Manggarai
Regency 100% CTPS

H. Mahmud Abdullah - Sumbawa Regent

Access to adequate water and sanitation
is the right of all human beings strive for
by Yayasan Plan International Indonesia
(Plan Indonesia) via the Water for Women
(WfW) project since 2018. The WfW
project has been driving the achievement
of Community-Based Total Sanitation
(STBM) pillars in two districts, Sumbawa
Regency 100% Open Defecation Free
(ODF) and 100% handwashing with
soap (CTPS) for Manggarai Regency.
Collaborating with all parties including the
AMPL Working Group, TP-PKK, Village &
District STBM Teams, as well as disability
organizations, finally, the level of community health increased.
On January 22, 2022, Sumbawa District
Government proudly declared the achievement of 100% (ODF) as the first pillar
of STBM-GESI. Sumbawa Regent H.
Mahmud Abdullah in his speech said that
this success was certainly addressed to
the cooperation of all elements of society,
including the support of Plan Indonesia.
N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )

Hopefully soon, we can complete all of the five STBM pillars.
So, Sumbawa Regency can be
declared as one of the STBM
Regencies in NTB Province
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Mahmud said. Also present at the ODF
Declaration event, Dini Widiastuti,
Executive Director of Plan Indonesia, said
that the achievement of Sumbawa 100%
ODF gives hope to the achievement of
STBM pillars by other districts in NTB.
In addition, Manggarai Regency was
also verified as the first regency in NTT
to achieve the second STBM Pillar, 100%
CTPS on Friday, June 17, 2022. Deputy
Regent of Manggarai, Heribertus Ngabut
opened the plenary by saying that the
identification of handwashing with soap
must be effective, to save the government
from making the wrong policy to solve the
problem.

The habit of washing hands
with soap must be well socialized, education must be carried
out massively so that there is a
common awareness arising in
the community.
Heribertus Ngabut - Deputy Regent of Manggarai,
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In the CTPS verification process, the
Verification Team provided several
recommendations to be met by Manggarai
District. The short-term recommendation
is for the Manggarai District Government
to provide a commitment letter to budget
for the 5 STBM pillars with gender equality
and social inclusion (STBM-GESI) starting
from villages, sub-districts, health center
or Puskesmas, and the District AMPL
Working Group. While the long-term
recommendations include, among others,
the triggering of STBM-GESI need to
involve more parties i.e. religious institutions, organizations, and communities.

N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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Through the STBM-GESI approach,
Plan Indonesia encourages both the
government and the community to implement STBM by paying more attention to
marginalized groups including women,
girls, people with disabilities, and the
elderly. Also, the achievements of the two
districts prove that integrated collaboration between sectors can accelerate the
program sustainably.= (Silvia A. Landa/
Plan Indonesia).
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ARTICLE
The Community-Based Total Sanitation
(STBM) Health & Environmental
Promotion Team from the Public Health
Office, especially the Batulanteh SubDistrict Puskesmas (health centre) in
Sumbawa Regency, West Nusa Tenggara
(NTB) Province, keeps on conducting the
behaviour change campaigns for communities in four remote villages of Tepal,
Tangkampulit, Baturotok, and Baodesa,
whose some of the residents still defecating openly (BABS), due to the challenging
access road and terrain to get to the nearest toilet that is difficult to reach by a simple
means of transportation.

Challenging Access
Does Not Discourage
the Spirit of Sumbawa
Health Promotion Team
in Campaigning STBM

This condition was revealed during the joint
monitoring with Yayasan Plan International
Indonesia (Plan Indonesia) which drives
the implementation of the Water for Women
Project. The project’s mandate is to contribute to the achievement of drinking water
& sanitation access by 2030, following the
National Medium-Term Development Plan
(RPJMN) 2020-2024 through universal
access (100% access) to proper drinking
water and sanitation.

Poor access to the road
could not hinder the verification team
from continuing the duty
Credit: Plan Indonesia

N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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So far nationally, according to the
2017 National Socio-Economic Survey
(Susenas) Coordination Data, more than
28 million Indonesian households have
not had access to proper drinking water
and more than 18 million households have
not had access to proper sanitation. While
data from the Sumbawa Regency Public
Health Office in September 2021 shows
there are still 66 villages whose people
are still practicing BABS. This condition
is spread in villages located in coastal,
islands & mountainous areas.
Plan Indonesia along with its partners,
especially the Public Health Office and
Puskesmas, which have been at the
forefront to increase public awareness,
continues the intense behavioural change
awareness campaign, especially on the
STBM Pillar 1: Stop BABS in the four
remote villages mentioned above. There
are 5 STBM Pillars that continue to be
N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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campaigned: Stop Open Defecation (Stop
BABS), Handwashing with Soap (CTPS),
Drinking Water & Food Management
(PAMM-RT), Household Solid Waste
Management (PSRT), and Household
Liquid Waste Management (PLC-RT).
Pillar 1 Behaviour Change Campaign
were conducted on the four remote villages, as well as STBM verifications for
Tepal and Baodesa Villages. The monitoring results show, 31 HH still defecating in
their neighbour’s or family’s place, defecation, 109 HH still defecating openly, and
20 HH still defecating in closed places in
Tangkampulit Village. While in Baturotok
Village, 9 HH still riding defecating in their
neighbour’s or family’s place, 199 HH still
defecating openly, and 155 HH still defecating in closed places.
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In Tepal and Baodesa Villages, the SubDistrict Verification Team declared they
had passed the Pillar 1, 2, and 3 verification. “We are expecting the Village Head’s
commitment, including BPD, to complete
the STBM target, especially Pillar 1 in the
initial stage by optimizing the APBDes. We
will also be overseeing the commitment
in sub-district level with the verification of
the village funds, which is our authority,”
said Widodo, Batulateh Sub-district Head
(Camat) during a meeting in Baturotok
Village.

it was said during a meeting with the
Sub-District Verification Team. This commitment was realized as Baodesa was
declared as a village who have practiced
STBM Pillar 1, 2, and 3 in September 2021.
With the commitment of these parties, difficult and challenging access is expected
to no longer be an excuse to achieve the
STBM target to realize Sanitation for All.
(Jatmoko/Plan Indonesia).

Together with BPD, we are
committed to address the issue
of households without latrines
with the revised 2021 APBDes to
ensure that our community stop
defecate openly.
Syaifudin - Baodesa Village Head
N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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Ibu Ina, a Lurah That Never Gives Up in Changing
the Behaviour of People Who Are
Still Open Defecating

Ibu Ina received an STBM (Sanitasi Total Berbasis
Masyarakat/Community-Based Total Sanitation) Award as the
model of sanitation activist in West Manggarai
Credit: Plan Indonesia

Fransiska Inatia Pardani is one of a small
percentage of women in Manggarai
Regency, East Nusa Tenggara Province
(NTT) who breaks the stereotype that
women cannot be leaders. She proved the
stereotype wrong and she is now the Lurah
of Kelurahan Karot, Langke Rembong
Sub-District, Manggarai Regency. Since
2017, Ibu Ina, as she familiarly called,
along with 170 other Lurah/Village
Heads have made a huge contribution in
realizing Manggarai Regency to become
the 4th open defecation free (ODF)
regency in NTT Province in 2021.
It has not been easy for her to turn 100%
of people in he territory to stop defecate
openly (BABS). Not to mention that her
area is very close to the river flow where
N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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most of the people living in the riverbanks
feel more comfortable to defecate there.
This has been a habit for many years and
passed from a generation to another. Even
though they have a house, they will still
directing the discharge pipe from the toilet
directly into the river flow without being filtered first through the septic tank.
Ibu Ina surely feel ashamed as her area is
included in the non-ODF category. Based
on the 2018-2019 monitoring results by
Puskesmas Kota (City Health Centre), the
achievement of Community-Based Total
Sanitation (STBM) Pillar 1 on Stop BABS
in Kelurahan Karot is still very low. Only
23% of the households already practiced
the STBM Pillar 1.
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As Yayasan Plan International Indonesia
(Plan Indonesia) arrived with the Water
for Women project and implementing the
STBM-GESI (Community-Based Total
Sanitation – Gender Equality & Social
Inclusion) to ensure the implementation of 5 STBM Pillars by the community,
she became agog and enthusiastic. At
least a knowledge and solution are available to provide awareness and change
people’s behaviour with the correct
methods. Together with the Manggarai
Regency Health Office, Sanitarians from
the City Health Center, community leaders, and accompanied by Plan Indonesia,
Ibu Ina targeted the riverbanks as priority
areas to trigger people awareness to stop
open defecation.
Certainly, triggering the behaviour change
on this long-standing habit was not easy.
People always have their reason. Not to
mention, while the activity implementation
is in high-gear by the end of 2019, the
COVID-19 pandemic hit, making it difficult
to do the triggering. To overcome this issue,
the Kelurahan STBM team conducted an
individual house-to-house visits led by
Sanitarians from City Health Center,. All
heads of families living in the riverbanks
were visited individually and provided with
an understanding & socialization of healthy
latrines and their requirements.

N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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In the implementation of the triggering
activity, not all residents accepted the
activity well, some even rejected the presence of sanitarians and Plan Indonesia.
Nevertheless, Ibu Ina together with the
sanitarian and Plan Indonesia did not give
up. Triggering resumed in 2020 with direct
education to all residents, especially residents who do not have healthy latrines in
the Kelurahan Karot area.
Ibu Ina’s direct presence at the location
evoked her residents to accept, realize
and willing to change their mindset, as well
as cleaner living behaviours, especially to
Stop open defecation in the river. Finally
Kelurahan Karot successfully received
the ODF status in November 2020. Ibu
Ina admitted that she felt personally
assisted by Yayasan Plan Indonesia in
STBM-GESI activities. The changes
occurred are considered very significant than the sanitation activities they
have been doing independently. Ibu Ina’s
coordination and networking skills were
put to test for real during the STBM triggering process. Ibu Ina must involve all of
the government elements, from the District
Health Office, Puskesmas, to the head of
the RT/RW to be active in triggering and
promoting health.
In fact, the security element represented
by Community Assigned (Babinsa) of the
Indonesian Army was also involved to
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provide an understanding to those who are
still steadfast in their stance. The direct
government presence in the field is also
one of the factors supporting this change.

People needs the physical presence
of a leader among them, helping the
community via direct work, and
hearing their complaints rather than a
leader who just sits in the office and
gives instructions.
Fransiska Inatia Pardani

Also, the provision of social sanctions and
the signing of community commitments
are also the success factors of Kelurahan
Karot to achieve the ODF status. Social
sanctions and the commitment signing
leads to a shame culture and encourage
people to change for the better. This is a
breakthrough effort considering the strong
patrilineal and a female leader like Ibu
Ina is able to embrace and bring change
in the community of Kelurahan Karot,
especially with STBM.

N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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As a form of appreciation for her hard work,
Ibu Ina received an award from the Ministry
of Health as an Model Sanitation Activist
under the Lurah Teladan category at the
STBM Award event on October 15, 2021.
The award was presented directly by the
Deputy Regent of Manggarai, Heribertus
Ngabut, S.H to coincide with World
Handwashing Day. Ibu Ina is expected
to be able to inspire the presence of other
sanitation leaders or activists to synergize
to build sanitation that can be accessed
by all. (Leony Pah/ Most Significant
Change Consultant and Stevie Ardianto
Nappoe/ Plan Indonesia).
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The STBM-GESI Program Has Opened
Awareness of Treating Human Beings Equally

Cherly, with the PROMKES (Health promotion) Team of Ruteng City Health
Center, Provided training about MKM (Manajemen Kesehatan Mentruasi/
Menstrual Hygiene Management) to the peer educators at school
Credit: Plan Indonesia

Modesta Cherly Syukur always feels
something is missing each time she conducts health & environment promotion to
the community she visits. As a sanitarian
at the Ruteng City Puskesmas (health
centre), Manggarai Regency, East Nusa
Tenggara (NTT), she felt “stuck,” with the
method she uses. In addition, it is difficult
to trigger community awareness and the
budget for health & environment promotion in remote villages is also lacking.
In 2018, the STBM-GESI (CommunityBased Total Sanitation-Gender Equality
& Social Inclusion) activity was available
with the Water for Women project from
Yayasan Plan International Indonesia
N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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(Plan Indonesia) in her working area. At
that time, Cherly, as the Manggarai native
woman is affectionately called, could only
listen to stories told by her colleagues in
other regions who already benefited from
the STBM-GESI program. Unfortunately,
the program had not yet available in her
area at that time.
So, by June 2021 when the Water for
Women STBM-GESI became available,
Cherly is actively and happily involved.
She received capacity building on the
correct method of health promotion,
especially on how to trigger the awareness of the public with low understanding.
She is also involved as a facilitator to
EDISI JUNI 2022
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trigger STBM and MKM (Menstruation
Health Management) in schools fully
supported by Plan Indonesia. As her
activities bring a positive impact on the
achievements of Ruteng City Puskesmas,
she also received positive support from her
superior at the Ruteng City Puskesmas.

I just realized how important it is we treat others.
The collaboration with Plan Indonesia has opened my
mind. For example, how do we see men’s and women’s
sides of the same rights & obligations, how we treat
people equally, and what men do can also be done by
women. So, in some activities, we indirectly have a
perception that ‘Ah yes, I should not focus too much
on men who have more mobility but I should involve
women’. With the social inclusion program, we finally
understand how we treat people.
Modesta Cherly Syukur

Now she realizes that behaviour change
can only be achieved when awareness
comes from people themselves. So, the
biggest challenge certainly is in providing
an understanding-changing the wrong
mindset of the people. As it turns out, clean
and healthy living is quite simple and can
be done by anyone.

N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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“Plan Indonesia is also not focusing on
the provision of assistance to the community. ‘Ah, this is the latrine, this is the
hand washing with soap facility.’ They also
work in empowerment, the awareness
that originates from the community. We
should involve them from the beginning
of the process and educate the community i.e. what bad things could happen to
our health when we don’t wash our hands
properly. So, the community is also learning,” Cherly added.
In addition to the empowerment-related
capacity building, Cherly also experienced
a capacity increase in gender equality and
inclusion whereas, in the previous implementation of sanitation programs, social
norms related to gender and inclusion
were rarely raised or even non-existent.
This occurred not only in the intervention
of the majority group but the minority group
as well i.e. women, girls, disability, and the
elderly groups.

that ‘Ah yes, I should not focus too much
on men who have more mobility but I
should involve women’. With the social
inclusion program, we finally understand
how we treat people,” said Cherly.
Cherly hopes there will be more public
health workers and community leaders
who have their mindset changed through
the cooperation of the Local Government
and Plan Indonesia so all sub-districts
have competent personnel to conduct the
promotion and triggering of STBM-GESI
for all. (Leony Pah/ Most Significant
Change Consultant and Stevie Ardianto
Nappoe/ Plan Indonesia).

“I just realized how important it is we
treat others. The collaboration with Plan
Indonesia has opened my mind. For example, how do we see men’s and women’s
sides of the same rights & obligations, how
we treat people equally, and what men do
can also be done by women. So, in some
activities, we indirectly have a perception

N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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of music, technology, and other skills, in
addition to the common professions such
as masseurs. Alosia also wants the disability group to get a scholarship program
and provided with a space to voice up
their aspiration at the sub-district level.

Disability Consortium
as Change Agent for
Disability-Friendly
Development in Manggarai

The Disability Consortium, Pertuni of
Manggarai Regency, East Nusa Tenggara
Province (NTT), called upon the local
government to build disability-friendly
public facilities. They will also continue to
oversee and fight for points that they recommended in the Development Planning
Deliberation (Musrenbang) of the Langke
Rembong sub-district level in March 2022
for a concrete realization by the government. “Points we proposed include
access to number of public facilities for
disabled groups such as directions in
Braille, larger guide paths, directions to
toilets or to trash cans, etc.,” said a representative of the Manggarai Disability
Consortium, Alosia Dahlia Putri Kung.

Meanwhile, the Daksa (physically disabled) proposed ramp to enable them to
access public facilities, from toilets, village
offices, schools, as well as other places
often frequented by the Daksa group.
They also want a capacity/skills building
i.e. weaving, making salty eggs, etc. They
also asked for government assistance in
providing accessible bathrooms, both in
public facilities and in their homes. This
includes opening up opportunities for
them to go to school at the sub-district
level as well as the opportunity to get a
job. They also want the government to
campaign more that people with disabilities are also empowered and capable, so
they won’t have to suffer from negative
stigmas and bullying.

Alosia, who is also a disabled teacher at
SLB Negeri Tenda, added that if possible,
the sub-district also makes activities so
that community is able to massively interact with the disability group massively,
which provides a good opportunity for
them to get to know the disability group.
Another recommendation is that Teman
Netra (visually-impaired friends) is provided with capacity building to enable
them to work decently i.e. in the fields

Camat (Sub-District Head) of Langke
Rembong, Emiliano Ndahur said, his
party had involved people with disabilities
in the Musrenbang of Langke Rembong
sub-district held on Friday, March 11,
2022 at the Langke Rembong Sub-district
Office. He explained it was an inclusive
Musrenbang as people with disabilities
were directly involved as participants.
Thus, the tag of “No one left behind”

N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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The Manggarai Disabled Consortium conveyed their aspirations
in the Musrembang (Development and Planning Discussion)
at the Langke Rembong District level
Credit: Plan Indonesia

I’m also grateful for various inputs directly from people with
disabilities. It is a constructive thing to be seen as an effort to
improve government facilities to be more inclusive and friendly
to everyone, including people with disabilities.
Emiliano Ndahur - Camat Langke Rembong

in the development process of a nation
or region can be properly realized. “In
this occasion, I would like to show the
efforts done by the government to realize
a disability-friendly office of the Langke
Rembong Sub-District,” he said.

agreed as the district’s priority proposals.
Meanwhile, 34 proposals are classified
as non-priority proposals, but nevertheless will be submitted to the relevant
regional apparatus to be used as their
work plan. (Renja) (Andreas Wotan /
Plan Indonesia).

he explained. According to Emiliano, the
recapitulation results of kelurahan proposals inputted into the application, 191
proposals were identified. Of the 191
proposals, 157 proposals have been

N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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Sumbawa To Realize
Child-Friendly, Women-Friendly, and
Disability-Friendly Development in 2023
The government of Sumbawa Regency,
West Nusa Tenggara Province (NTB),
plans to create an area that is friendly for
children, women, and disability groups.
Yuni Ilmi Kurnia, S.STP. M.Si, a representative from Bappeda (Regional Development
Planning Agency), Government and
Development Unit, during the Musrenbang
(Development Planning Deliberation)
and Inclusion Planning Towards Brilliant
Civilized (Gemilang Berkeadaban)
Sumbawa, at the Hall of SMKN 1 Sumbawa
on March 18, 2022. This activity was also
attended by the 3rd Assistant of the Setda
(Regional Secretary), Sumbawa Regency,
Ir. H. Iskandar, M.Ec., Dev.
The Musrenbang aims to convey aspirations from disability groups and
marginalized women groups, in particular,
to increase local government awareness
for the disability groups’ situation and
promote the fulfilment of rights and welfare of
persons with disabilities. In her presentation at the event, Yuni explained
how Bappeda is designing a Regional
Government Work Plan (RKPD) by accommodating suggestions collected from
villages in 24 sub-districts. 500 proposals
tend to lean into physical development.
While, in the development planning, there
N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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is a more basic thing human development.
In its design, RKPD 2023 must refer to
the child-friendly, women-friendly, and
disability-friendly Sumbawa. At least, the
service providers in public spaces can see
these points to meet the equal needs and
rights of all Sumbawa residents.
Meanwhile, Fahrunnisa, S.Sos., M.Si, an
Academician of the Sumbawa University
of Technology said that in the regional
development implementation, the
government is guided by the set
Regional Medium-Term Development
Plan (RPJMD). Thus, to accommodate
the needs of women and persons with
disabilities in the future, local governments
must sit together more often to be able
to see cooperation, and collaboration
cooperation with each other. One visually impaired representative, Darmansyah,
conveyed some issues often encountered
by people with disabilities. First, it is still
difficult for people with disabilities to
access information i.e. job opportunities,
reproductive health information, and
others. Darmansyah hopes that in every
activity inviting people with disabilities,
a sign-language interpreter (JBI) is
provided and they should also be provided
in offices/ agencies, especially social
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Groups of Women and People with Disabilities participated in
the Inclusive Musrembang (Development and Planning Discussion),
in relation to the Bright and Civilized Sumbawa
Credit: Plan Indonesia

services. Second, people with disabilities
are still lacking job opportunities. Even
though there are a lot of people with
visual, physical, or hearing impairments
who are studying at the universities, once
they graduated, they don’t know where to
work. Third, it is still difficult to access capital (loan) in banks and often experience
discrimination.

Indonesia, all residents threw garbage into
the river almost every day. As Yayasan
Plan Indonesia arrives with various
programs, the habit changed slightly.
People started learning how to advocate
for the government and succeeded in proposing a three-wheeled garbage hauler
to access the narrow alleys in the village.
Yet, it did not last long as it was difficult to
get spare parts for the hauler in Sumbawa.

Lita Utami, a representative of the
women’s group from Brang Bara village,
shared her experience. Lita lived on the
riverbanks of Brang Bara river, and before
the arrival of Yayasan Plan International

N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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Hopefully the government can provide more adequate
garbage hauler to navigate the narrow alleys, as we are
concerned with the absence of the garbage hauler and
the lack of government’s attention, people will slide back
to the old behaviour before Plan Indonesia intervened.
Lita Utami

In her closing remark, Yuni, as the
Bappeda’s representative said that the
Musrenbang results will be taken to the
Musrenbang forum later at the district
level. It will be handled by the government
through various programs and activities.
If it cannot be solved by the Regional
Government Working Unit (SKPD), it is
expected to be resolved from the Pokir
(or Pokok Pikiran, a study of development
problems by a member of the people’s
representative council / DPRD as aspirations received from the constituents).
“We are always working on it, from the
social, economic, and political aspects.
Hopefully in the Musrenbang held
regularly by the government, ourcolleagues from the disability groups as well
as the women’s groups can attend to bring
all of their hopes forward,” Yuni added.
(Ziyad Nauvan Zarkasi/ Plan Indonesia).
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Breaking Menstruation Taboos
on 2022 Menstrual Hygiene Day

Celebration of Menstrual World Day and Prize
Giving for the winners of the competition
Credit: Plan Indonesia

62% of men (out of 1000 respondents
throughout Indonesia) still see menstruation as a woman’s business and it is taboo
to talk about it in the open. Stigma and
taboo of menstruation of women still exist
today among children to adults. It is even
mentioned that 63% of parents never
explain menstruation to their daughters.
Meanwhile, at the school level, there are
still 50% of unsegregated toilets for male
and female students. In addition, 79% of
girls never change their menstrual pads
while studying in school as there is an
inadequate amount of water to clean
themselves. This is the recent study data
from SMERU, revealed by Yayasan Plan
N E W S L E T T E R S U A R A S A N I TA S I ( S U S A N )
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International Indonesia (Plan Indonesia)
in a Webinar entitled “New Normal: Let’s
Make Menstruation No Longer Taboo”
on June 13, 2022. Dr. Dyana Safitri
Velies, Sp.OG (K), M.Kes, Co-Founder
of AKAR Indonesia, Alvin Theodorus,
Co-Founder of Tabu.id, Silvia Devina,
Wash & ECD Advisor Plan Indonesia, and
Yasmin & Selviana, as Peer Educators
from Mataram (NTB) and Ruteng (NTT)
present as speakers.
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So, we still have tons of homework in promoting and
campaigning in the care and awareness that menstruation is
everyone’s business, including men.
Silvia Devina - Wash & ECD Advisor Plan Indonesia.

“The taboo of talking about menstruation
is still an issue in various regions. It is
this taboo that causes biased information
about menstruation and not coming from
the correct source. Not to mention talking
about sanitation and health in schools,
many female students cannot clean and
change their pads as the water in the
school toilets is not working,” Silvia Devina
explained.
While Alvin Theodorus said misconceptions about menstruation also occur
among adults. For example, when a
woman is having PMS or menstruation,
she tends to be emotional and irrational,
thus considered unfit to be a leader. As
Alvin explained, menstruation is similar
to anyone who is not fit and so the body
is not feeling well. Anyone, either men or
women, when having such body condition,
will be sensitive. “Even more dangerous,
due to lack of knowledge, when people
are having sex during menstruation to
avoid pregnancy. As if, no need to use
condoms. This is very dangerous. Or
they give nicknames for sanitary napkins
i.e. Japanese bread, toast, tissues, or
women for example when they want to
buy sanitary napkins, they do so secretly,
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as if menstruation is something taboo
and dirty or not worth mentioning. Even,
when a woman is applying for a menstruation leave, it is seen as a mere excuse,
and she later is labeled as a slacker,” he
explained.
Misperception of menstruation, according
to Dyana Safitri, even started from the
blood which was considered dirty blood.
From there, the stigma grew. Yet, menstrual blood is fresh and clean, just like
any other blood. Yes, it looks blackish,
but it is due to the shedding of tissues
getting carried away in the blood. “Not all
women’s bodies have the same response
to the shedding. Some responded well
and some experience pain. It can be said
as uncommon to experience pain during
menstruation, so it is better to have it
examined by a doctor. Especially, when it
is so great that you cannot do any activities or even fainted,” she explained.
To provide awareness of the importance
of sanitation management and menstrual
hygiene, Plan Indonesia via the Water for
Women project conducts several activities
to educate the public on the importance
of maintaining menstrual hygiene. One of
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the activities is by presenting peer educators who can voice their awareness with
their peers in school. Plan Indonesia did
just that in 154 schools in 4 provinces.
Plan Indonesia is now preparing modules
related to Community-Led Total Sanitation
(STBM) and menstrual management in
school to be advocated by relevant stakeholders. “We’re hoping the best practices
that have been carried out in 154 schools
can also be applied in other schools,” said
Silvia.
In addition to the webinar, several activities were also done in each district where
the Water for Women project is implemented. Plan Indonesia in collaboration
with the Manggarai Regency Government
conducted radio talk shows and MHM quiz
competitions. Meldyanti Hagur Marceluna,
S.P., Chairman of TP-PKK Manggarai,
Wensislaus Sedan, S.Od, M.Si, Secretary
of the Education and Sports Agency, and
Rm. Marten Jenarut, PrS.Fil, S.H, M.H,
Director of JPIC Commission of Ruteng
Diocese, were presented as speakers on
June 8, 2022, through education on the
need to maintain menstrual hygiene and
change the community’s perspective on
this taboo. Meanwhile, the quiz competition was held on June 10, 2022. It was
divided into two categories: elementary
and junior high school students. SDI Lenda
wins 1st place in the elementary school
category, SDI Iteng in 2nd, and SDK Wae
Peca Ting in 3rd. As for the junior high
school category, SMPN Satap Lemarang
wins 1st , SMPN 5 Ndiwar is in 2nd, and
SMPN 1 Ruteng-Cancar is in 3rd. The quiz
competition aims to promote clean and
healthy living with questions asked about
health. In addition to the above activities,
children’s speeches, testimonials, singing
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campaign songs on menstrual hygiene,
and practices on how to wear pads properly were also contested. The activity
was also attended by the Regent, Deputy
Regent, Regional Secretary, and other
OPDs as a form of contribution and commitment of the local government to take
part in fighting the taboo of talking about
menstruation.
In a different place in Sumbawa Regency,
a talk show was carried out, presenting
relevant stakeholders to build policy commitments to support the implementation
of menstrual hygiene management and
proper sanitation in schools. The activity
was held on June 17, 2022, by presenting
child and adult speakers. Dewi Noviany,
S.Pd, M.Pd (Deputy Regent of Sumbawa),
Dr. M. Ikhsan Safitri M.Si (Head of the
Sumbawa Education and Culture Agency),
dr. Hj. Nieta Ariyani (Secretary of the
Sumbawa Health Agency) presented as
speakers, as well as men and women representatives of peer educators; Pelangi
and Wahyu who talked about the situation
of maintaining menstrual hygiene in their
schools and experiences in educating
peers on the importance of maintaining
EDISI JUNI 2022
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menstrual hygiene at school. This activity was moderated by Subhan, Board
of Trustees of the Sumbawa Regency
Children’s Forum. At the event, Ms. Dewi,
as the deputy regent warmly welcomed the
initial celebration of World Menstrual Day
in Sumbawa and hoped that similar activities could be carried out regularly every
year. In addition to the talk show activities,
to fill the school holidays, various competitions will be held to create menstrual
hygiene campaign videos, collaborating
with Sumbawa Regency Education Office.
This competition is followed by elementary, middle, and high schools throughout
Sumbawa in educating on the importance of menstrual hygiene. This activity
is planned to be carried out in early July
(Plan Indonesia / Novika Noerdiyanti).
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Best Practices
PKK Manggarai Collaborates with Church to
Build Two Latrines for ODGJ Families

The implementation of latrine construction for the family with ODGJ (Orang
dengan Gangguan Jiwa/People with Mental Disorders) in Manggarai Regency
Credit: Plan Indonesia

The Family Welfare Mobilization Team
(TP-PKK) of Manggarai Regency, East
Nusa Tenggara (NTT) collaborated with
the Ruteng Diocese to build two latrines
for a family of ODGJ (People with Mental
Disorders). These two ODGJs who are
siblings (brother/sister) domiciled in
La’o, Kelurahan Wali, Langke Rembong
District, Manggarai Regency, Flores-NTT.
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Head of Manggarai Regency TP-PKK,
Meldy Hagur, said that his party collaborated with the Ruteng Diocese to build
two bathrooms equipped with latrines
after visiting and seeing the condition of
the two ODGJs first-hand. “We received
information of two ODGJs resided in La’o
who never want to receive help from the
government. Both of them did not want to
take any medication as well, but after our
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The implementation of latrine construction for the family with ODGJ (Orang
dengan Gangguan Jiwa/People with Mental Disorders) in Manggarai Regency
Credit: Plan Indonesia

second visit, they were finally willing to
receive medicines from the government
and the local Puskesmas,” said Meldy in
Ruteng, May 23, 2022.
Meldy said that local residents were also
present during her visits. Based on information from them, the ODGJ’s house
was damaged and collapsed due to the
Seroja storm that hit Manggarai area in
April 2021. As such, residents took the
initiative to build temporary houses for the
two ODGJs, but were not equipped with
latrines and bathrooms. Thus, the ODGJ
family is forced to always defecate openly
(BABS), which is disturbing behaviour to
the residents.
According to information from TP-PKK
Manggarai, although the village at that
time confirmed that they can assist
with the latrine construction, it was
rejected by the ODGJ family. After further investigation, the ODGJ family
rejected the assistance as they have
no additional funds to build the latrine.
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“How could these ODGJ suppose to build
their latrines with nobody taking care of
them? So, they live by themselves. Our
monitoring shows that they did not refuse
but confuse about what to do with the
assistance received. Where do they get
the money to pay for the cost of work,
that’s what made them confused,” Meldy
said.
Finally, TP-PKK Manggarai started communicating with the residents to reach
mutual safety and comfort. After the initial communication, they are willing to
carry out the gotong royong (communal
work) to build bathrooms and latrines for
the ODGJs. “Essentially they are willing
to do the labour. Yet, we thought they
cannot do the communal work every day.
So, we finally communicated with Father
Vikjen Rm. Alfons Segar of the church of
Ruteng Diocese,” she said. TP-PKK also
started communicating with the Family
Health Commission of Ruteng Diocese
and finally met with Rm. Vikjen. Next, Rm.
Vikjen via Karitas Indonesia is willing to
EDISI JUNI 2022
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partially help with the funds to construct
bathrooms/latrines for the ODGJ family.
In addition, TP-PKK also communicated
with JPIC (Justice, Peace, and Integrity of
Creation) of Ruteng Diocese through Rm.
Martin Jenarut. Not to mention the fact
that surrounding the ODGJs residence,
there are many children and toddlers. So
it is in line with the JPIC concept of protection of children under five (balita). “If
people still defecate openly, it impacts the
health of the people surrounding the area,
including the baby’s health,” Meldy said.

It did not stop there, as TP-PKK also communicated further with several donors.
In the end, a collaboration between the
government, the church, and the surrounding community existed. Thus, as
Meldy explained, it is a form of collaboration between the Manggarai community
who cares about ODGJ. “Finally, the
latrine and bathroom were built. Thus, the
District Government Manggarai provided
a free water meter via their Tirta Komodo
Drinking Water company,” she concluded.

“So, the bathrooms are equipped with
latrines, the waterline & faucets installed
by Tirta Komodo Drinking Water company, and the drainage channel built by
Hipmi. Even the bathroom doors have
been taken care of and cleaned up,” concluded the wife of Regent Hery Nabit.
Meldy Hagur said currently TP-PKK
Manggarai is socializing the ODGJ and
disability care movement. “We had a
joint coordination meeting regarding
stunting and Manggarai is aiming to be an
Inclusion District. So, the big umbrella is
Manggarai Towards Inclusion,” she concluded. “We have kicked off a cleanliness
movement, care for ODGJ, and we are
involving the local Puskesmas and the
sub-district. Because this requires collaboration. Afterward, from April to May,
we held socialization in 35 PKK-assisted
villages in Manggarai Regency,” Meldy
added. (Juliani Talan/ Plan Indonesia)

Following the construction of two bathrooms with latrines, TP-PKK, the Tirta
Komodo Drinking Water company, and
the district government visit the ODGJs
house once again. Things get even
better when Hipmi (Youth Entrepreneurs
Association) of Manggarai also build the
drainage surrounding the ODGJs house.
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Free Access to Water,
The Most Populous Island in the World Has a Story

Bubungin which means a pile of white
sand defines the condition of Bungin
Island where people live on sand dunes.
As an island that has been crowned as the
most populous island in the world, Bungin
Island has its story. With an area of more
than 8.5 hectares, 1,035 HH inhabited this
island, the majority of them are fishermen.
Bungin Island has difficulties accessing
clean water. For around 40 years, the
villagers of Bungin Island have to strive
for the right to clean water. Oftentimes,
people need to spend a lot of money to get
clean water, which may be easily obtained
in other places. Certainly, the difficulty to
access clean water and sanitation facilities has a very significant impact on
people’s lives, especially for children and
vulnerable groups.
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Before water independence, the people
of Bungin Island fulfil their water needs
by utilizing freshwater wells on the
seaside, around 10 minutes away using
a canoe, or buying water from other
areas. This water difficulty is especially
felt by children as they go to school
without bathing due to limited water.
For around 2 years, from 2020 to the
end of 2021, Yayasan Plan International
Indonesia (Plan Indonesia) has been
striving to oversee advocacy in the
procurement of clean water access on
Bungin Island, Gontar Baru, Usar Mapin,
and Labuhan Mapin to PDAM and Local
Governments. Cooperation is also carried
out with community contribution in the
procurement of pipes, showing the importance of clean water independence for the
people of Bungin Island and other villages.
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application was approved both by the
regional government and the Bank. After
a field survey in with Camat, Village Head,
PDAM, and Plan Indonesia, a joint commitment was formulated to share roles
and contributions to tackling the problem
of clean water in Bungin Island Village.
From the agreement, PDAM will support
the pipe network, Plan Indonesia will
procure the machine from PDAM recommendation plus some of the distribution
pipes required in the field, and Bungin
Island Village will provide funds to buy the
pipes and machine accessories.

After many years of waiting, finally the
society of Bungin Island has access to
clean water
Credit: Plan Indonesia

This journey started when Camat (head
of sub-district) Alas recommended the
provision of clean water access that will
be conducted by Plan Indonesia. Bungin
Island is not Plan Indonesia’s intervention
area, but advocacy activity is still being
conducted so that the people of Bungin
Island may have independent access to
water. Together with PDAM, Camat, and
the village government, Plan Indonesia
formulated the budget required for water
access on Bungin Island. With the high
budget required to serve such a dense
population, via meetings facilitated and
supervised by Plan Indonesia.
General Affair of Sumbawa District
Secretary (Setdakab) recommends that
PDAM applies for a loan from NTB Bank.
After months of a long process, the loan
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One interesting thing is how all Bungin
residents contribute to the provision of
water access. Bungin Island residents
managed to raise funds of Rp20,000,000
independently to buy the water pipes that
will be connected to each of the residents’
houses so that they can enjoy water directly
from water sources in their houses. This
shows how much water access is highly
anticipated for residents to support their
lives.
The pipe procurement process started
in October 2020, followed by the installation of a water suction machine at the
reservoir in PDAM Alas branch office to be
further distributed to Bungin Island. With
this water flow, Bungin residents no longer
need to buy or transport water from wells
using canoes.
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One of the stories that can be taken is
the experience of Tari, 17 years old, one
resident of Bungin Island who dropped
out of school and sell drinks to supplement her family income. Before the water
independence, certainly, Tari need to buy
water daily for the ice cubes she sold. This
increases spending while reducing her
income. Now, Tari can save the Rp225,000
that she previously spent to buy clean
water per month, for other purposes.
“It is good to have water now as I can turn
them into ice cubes, it is not difficult as
before when I need to take the canoe to
get water. In the past, you need to take
water using jerrycans so it requires a
longer time,” said Tari.

We thank Plan Indonesia for
overseeing the provision of
water access so that it can be
realized now, where all communities get water access.
We won’t stop here as we are
hoping this is the beginning
for Bungin Village as well, to
become the Cleanest Coastal
Pilot Village in the future

The commitment of Jaelani S.H, as Village
Head with the existing water access, now
has a bigger dream. He targeted to make
Bungin Village the Cleanest Coastal Pilot
Village and build a reservoir by 2023.
This will continue to drive the residents of
Bungin Village not only to stop at the procurement of sanitation but also to achieve
the next STBM Pillars. (Annisa A.Hanifa/
Plan Indonesia).
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Cekaluju Village Heads Builds 19
Inclusion Latrines

The STBM (Sanitasi Total Berbasis Masyarakat/Community-Based
Total Sanitation) team with the community of Cekaluju Village, Manggarai,
worked together to build access to toilets for families with disability
Credit: Plan Indonesia

The Government of Cekaluju Village, Satar
Mese Barat District, Manggarai Regency,
East Nusa Tenggara (NTT), is committed to build facilities and infrastructure to
support STBM-GESI (Community-Based
Total Sanitation – Gender Equality &
Social Inclusion) such as disability-friendly
inclusion latrines in the village. Cekaluju
Village Head, Maksimus Ambu, said that
he continues supporting the STBM-GESI
program for a healthy village and the community also supports the program.“For
now, we have built one disability-friendly
inclusion latrine independently,” he said.
Kades (Village Head) Maksimus said
that the Cekaluju village government has
accommodated the needs of 19 people with
disabilities by building an inclusion latrine.
“In terms of toilets or latrines assisted
with the village, we have accommodated
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all of 19 people with disabilities, we only
need to make the surrounding support,”
said Maksimus. According to Kades
Maksimus, the number of latrines for
Cekajulu residents is for each house in the
village to have a permanent latrine. The
total latrines now are194, with 5 of them
are not permanent.
“That’s correct. Actually, from 2020,
Cekaluju Village is one of Plan Indonesia’s
pilot project villages to implement the
STBM-GESI program,” Maksimus said.
He added, the development contribution
from Yayasan Plan International Indonesia
(Plan Indonesia) in Cekaluju Village in 2021
included 2 units of fibreglass water storage for Handwashing with Soap (CTPS)
facilities in Pustu (auxiliary health post)
and Cekaluju Village Office.
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While in 2022, Plan Indonesia built 1 unit
of inclusive toilet with proper sanitation for
people with disabilities placed in the Pustu
of Cekaluju Village. In addition to toilet,
the Cekaluju Village Government also
provided assistance for COVID-19 handling in the form of CTPS facilities, hand
sanitizers, masks and PPE (Personal
Protective Equipment) for medical personnel in Pustu of Cekaluju Village. Kades
Maksimus hopes that Plan Indonesia will
continue to keep going and striving not
only for Cekaluju Village, but also for all
villages in Manggarai Regency. He also
invited all parties to continue increasing
community socialization regarding healthy
living behaviours.
Plan Indonesia involves various community elements, village officials,
hamlet heads, Community Health Post
(Posyandu) cadres and other stakeholders including two people with disabilities,
Wilhelmus Jelamu and Saverinus Juni, in
every STBM-GESI routine activities. The
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main purpose of STBM-GESI activity is to
provide an understanding to the local community to build a means of inclusion that
can be utilized by the entire community
members, including the vulnerable groups
i.e. people with disabilities. We intentionally involve people with disabilities to
empower them as actors in development,
not mere objects. The Cekajulu village
head’s response is quite good, as the village government will encourage families to
continue to pay attention to the inclusion
facility in Cekaluju village. “The involvement of people with disabilities in Cekaluju
village in every future development process is a must,” said Francis Beard,
Head of the Satarmese Barat Sub-District
STBM Team.
Nevertheless, Plan Indonesia also asked
the Cekaluju village government to immediately formulate a Village Regulation
(Perdes) on STBM-GESI. “So far, there
is no Perdes on STBM-GESI in Cekaluju
Village. Plan Indonesia encourages to
formulate one for STBM-GESI for future
sustainability, so that after the project from
Plan Indonesia finished, the regulation
can still be implemented,” added Francis.
(Yohanes Lele/ Plan Indonesia).
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Satar Ngkeling Village Collaborates with Plan
Indonesia in Making 8 Disability-Friendly Houses

The STBM (Sanitasi Total Berbasis Masyarakat/Community-Based Total
Sanitation and Hygiene) team of Satar Ngkeling Village installed a ramp to
help families with disabilities to get comfortable access to the toilet
Credit: Plan Indonesia

Satar Ngkeling Village Goverment,
Wae Rii District, Manggarai Regency,
Flores, East Nusa Tenggara (NTT),
collaborated with the Puskesmas (health
centre) Bangka Kenda and Yayasan Plan
International Indonesia (Plan Indonesia)
to built 8 houses for people with disabilities in the village. These houses are also
fitted with ramps, directions, and handles
for household members with disabilities
to access latrines in their own homes.
This was informed by Satar Ngkeling
Village Head (Kades), I Gusti Ayu KD Sri
Astuti. “Only 8 households with people
with disabilities. Some of the household
members are blind or suffer from strokes.
Some are congenital disabilities and can
still access latrines,” she explained.
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Kades Ayu admitted that she currently
continues the socialization by making
examples of accessible sanitation
facilities i.e. disability-friendly inclusive
latrines. Even though they are using
local materials such as bamboo or wood
to make the directions and handles, this
is a significant improvement for people
with disabilities. She informed that for
people with disabilities who are sick,
Puskesmas Bangka Kenda immediately monitors their health by checking
blood pressure or giving vitamins and
tension-reducing drugs if necessary.
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We are independent with assistance from Plan
Indonesia, Puskesmas Bangka Kenda and Polindes
(village maternity hut) health workers, village
government, and Babinsa.
I Gusti Ayu KD Sri AstutI - Satar Ngkeling Village Head

She admitted to providing community
assistance in the form of Handwashing
With Soap (CTPS) facilities, funded by
the Village Fund in 2022. This CTPS
facility was given to every house in Satar
Ngkeling Village. Currently, 4 latrines are
built for each Rumah Gendang, including
in the village office. Several schools have
also received assistance in the form of
liquid disinfectant, CTPS facilities, masks,
temperature guns, and PPE for Polindes,
all funded by the Village Fund. She
admitted to continuously appealing to the
public about the importance of a healthy
lifestyle. Kades Ayu also admitted that
Satar Ngkeling Village had been verified
by the Chairwoman of the Manggarai
Regency PKK regarding CommunityBased Total Sanitation – Gender Equality
& Social Inclusion (STBM-GESI).
Meanwhile, the Head of Puskesmas
Bangka Kenda, Mikael Mor, said that until
now he has not had the total actual data
of persons with disabilities in his working
area. Currently, only Bangka Kenda and
Satar Ngkeling Villages So far, the only
data he has are from Bangka Kenda
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dan Satar Ngkeling villages. She also
admitted that he constantly coordinates
with the village government and the
families of persons with disabilities on
equal treatment for the community and
family members with special needs. He
always encourages families to use local
materials to construct disability-friendly
facilities. He also provides education for
people with disabilities so that they can
be independent and not dependent on
others.
Mikael added that until now Puskesmas
Bangka Kenda always coordinated with
Satar Ngkeling Village government on
the construction of inclusive facilities i.e.
disability-friendly latrines. Yet, until now,
he has not received information about
budget intervention from the Village
Fund to handle persons with disabilities,
specifically for sanitation access in the
village. (Juliani F. Talan / Plan Indonesia).
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KALEIDOScope
WfW Project Activities
January - June 2022

Sanitarian from Wae Codi Health Center
conducted monitoring of STBM (Sanitasi Total
Berbasis Masyarakat/Community-Based Total
Sanitation) at SD Inpres Lenda.
Credit: Plan Indonesia

WUSAN (Wirausaha Sanitasi Berbasis Inklusif/
Inclusive-Based Sanitation Entrepreneur), Pagal,
had a visit from the Chairman of Manggarai
Regency Parliament. They hope that their
product can be widely used by
the government and society.
Credit: Plan Indonesia

PKK team (Pemberdayaan dan Kesejahteraan
Keluarga/Family Empowerment and Welfare)
did monitoring and evaluation of STBM
GESI (Gender dan Inklusi Sosial/Gender and
Social Inclusion) in 35 villages, Manggarai
Regency. PKK became the mover for sanitation
improvement which had a really strong influence.
Credit: Plan Indonesia

Peer educators conducted socialization
and demonstration of how to wash hands
properly and correctly at SD Inpres Lenda.
Credit: Plan Indonesia
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KALEIDOScope
WfW Project Activities
January - June 2022

The PKK administrator from the regency
and representatives from 17 sub-districts
participated in STBM GESI (Gender dan
Inklusi Sosial/Gender and Social Inclusion)
training in Sumbawa Regency.
Credit: Plan Indonesia

Mapping activities for sanitation facilities
to raise awareness of inclusive STBM for
people with disabilities in Batudulang
Village, Batulanteh District, Sumbawa
Regency.Credit: Plan Indonesia

STBM Team from Poto Village, Moyo Hilir
District, Sumbawa Regency verified the Open
Defecation Free (ODF/BABS). Currently,
Sumbawa Regency has been verified as BABS.
Credit: Plan Indonesia

The signing of a commitment letter for the
implementation of STBM MKM at schools
by the Sumbawa Regency Government
represented by the Head of the
Education and Culture Office.
Credit: Plan Indonesia
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